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The Roman rock-cut fish tanks of Crete (Greece): 

impressive monuments of construction technique and accurate 

indicators of relative sea level change.
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3D representation of a typical Roman fish tank in Matala, Crete



3D representation of a Roman fish trap on the coast of Matala, Crete



The fish tanks of Matala (S central Crete)













Fish tanks V & VI



Fish tanks V & VI



Fish tank VII





carved roofs



partition walls and sidewalks



fish traps



entrances and channels



1.25 ± 0.05 m 



relationship between marine notch and entrances

1.25 ± 0.05 m 



relationship between marine notch and channels





Matala Bay

Salt pans, fish processing tanks and quarries at Cape Nissi



Fish tank of Ferma, 
Ierapetra (SE Crete)





0.50m





Salt pan and fish tank of Koutsounari, Ierapetra (SE Crete)







Fish trap of Kato Zakros
(E Crete)





Fish tank of Mochlos 
(NE Crete)







Fish tank of Chersonissos, N Crete

The fish tanks
of Chersonissos

(N Crete)







Roman sea level stand in Crete



“Look at the edge of the sea at those fish-tanks, cut from 

rock, where sea water could go up and down by a system 

of narrow channels”

When were the fish tanks of eastern Crete submerged?

“where the stone was more soft, are 

half wasted away by the sea-spray 

and weather; and there are some 

few on the shores of the cove that 

are in part submerged below the 

present sea-level, thus …..”

In 1415, the Florentine traveler Christoforo

Buondelmonti described the fish tanks of Matala in 

his book: “Descriptio insule Crete: et, Liber insularum”

In 1865, the English vice-admiral Thomas Spratt 

reported in his book: "Travels and Researches in 

Crete"

The submersion is probably related to 
the strong earthquake of 1604 

(M=6.8) centered off the southern 
coast of central Crete. The earthquake 
was devastating and caused ground 

subsidence throughout the island 
(Stavrakakis 1890; Kriaris 1930-

1935; Platakis, 1950; Papazachos and 
Papazachou, 1989).

what Buondelmonti
saw in 1415

what Spratt saw in 
1858





The fish tank of Phalasarna (W Crete)

ancient 
quarry

Fish tank

Fish tank







outer seaward side







Thank you for your attention!


